San Diego District Attorney, Bonnie Dumanis, is just one of many politicians from California to Washington DC Who know how Veritox’s extrapolations, which are used to deny workers’ comp insurers’ liability for causation of disability from exposure to biocontaminants in water damaged buildings, cause the cost of caring for the disabled to be shifted onto taxpayers via Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI). DA Dumanis also knows in detail of how her friends in the local courts, concealing that Mr. Kelman of Veritox committed material perjury in a SLAPP suit while trying silence Mrs. Kramer of how Veritox’s scientific fraud became policy for the express purpose to mislead US courts to deny workers’ comp insurers and others responsibility for the cost of injury.

District Attorney Dumanis receives approximately $5 million a year to stop workers’ comp fraudsters in San Diego County. Yet she shields the biggest fraudsters of all, those who work in the Fourth District Division One Appellate Court. By framing Mrs. Kramer for libel and concealing that Mr. Kelman committed perjury, they have aided the continued use of scientific fraud by workers’ compensation insurers and their paid for hire medical experts, to commit Workers’ Comp Fraud, nationwide.

As such, the below billboard with Bonnie Dumanis’ picture on it, and paid for with Fraud Assessment Commission dollars a.k.a. tax dollars, is False Advertising. Direct evidence that Mrs. Kramer has strongly indicates that Bonnie Dumanis only fights Workers’ Comp Fraud when her friends are not involved. In reality, Bonnie Dumanis is complicit in to Workers’ Comp Fraud by shielding felony acts by her friends in the San Diego Courts aiding it to continue.